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their own homes on material supplied by capitalist employers.
Cunningham2 opposed capitalism to the domestic system
as separate and successive phases of development. " The
distinguishing feature of the capitalist, as contrasted with
the domestic, system lies in the fact that under the former
scheme employers or undertakers own the materials and
pay the wages, whereas in the domestic system the workman
is his own master; he owns the materials on which he works
and sells the product of his labour ". According to his
account, there were two stages in industrial evolution—the
domestic system and the capitalist system, the former
existing " from the earliest times till it was superseded "
by the latter. Cunningham explained that he used the
term domestic system " in the sense in which it was current
in Yorkshire at the beginning of the nineteenth century " ;
but the peculiar form of the domestic system prevalent in
the West Riding of Yorkshire was not typical of England
in general. It certainly was not characteristic of the greatest
cloth-producing area in the kingdom, the West Country, the
industrial hearth of England par excellence down to the
* Industrial Revolution' ; nor was the worsted industry of
East Anglia, another great manufacturing area, organized
on this basis.
My own interpretation of the domestic system can be
best indicated by setting forth the stages of industrial evolu-
tion as I view them. I shall distinguish four main stages,
which I shall call the "household", the "gild", the
" domestic " and the " factory ". In the household stage,
production was carried on in the family to serve the needs
of the family. The women baked their bread, spun wool
into thread, and wove thread into cloth : the men ground
their corn, tanned leather to make shoes, and fashioned
tools and household utensils. This stage differed from the
succeeding stages in that it was non-commercial: the pro-
ducers consumed their own products, and there was no
production for sale in a market. In the gild stage s there
existed a market, but the producer was an independent
artisan who sold his goods to the consumer where the market
was a local one, or to a trader where the market was national

